Concrete Colors
Universal Precast Concrete now operates with state‐of‐the‐art color injection equipment. We no
longer order the color admixtures in bags to mix into our concrete batches. This new process is
computer‐controlled and assures that each batch of colored concrete is the same no matter the size
of the batch or number of batches needed.
The benefits to our customers are many:
 We can get an order in the morning and batch and pour it same day
 Concrete colors are more uniform over many sequential pours
 We have the ability to match ANY chosen color from any color supplier
Concrete Colors can be viewed and chosen from any of the following suppliers:
*Davis Colors: www.daviscolors.com
*Colorfull Admixtures: www.admixtures.biz/color_charts/color_charts_1.htm
*Scofield Colors: www.scofield.com/coloredconcrete_colors.html
*Solomon Colors: www.solomoncolors.com/pages/products/cc_concrete_products.html
We feel this new technology will be a benefit to our customers and allow us to get orders into the
production process at a much faster rate.

Selecting a Color:
We recommend the Davis Color website to view large digital color samples and select a desired
color and finish:
1. Click on a color from the palette and look for “sample photo” at the upper‐right corner of
the page.
2. Clicking on the sample photo will bring up a large color picture with a smooth finish.
3. Continue clicking “Next Project” to view examples of broom finish and sandblast finish.

Color Pricing:
On the Davis Colors website, the dollar signs indicate the cost‐per‐yard. Colors with a single ($),
double ($$), and triple ($$$) dollar sign are part of our standard colors. Colors with more than three
dollar signs are premium colors and would require an additional charge.

Finishes:
We offer many different finishes for our precast concrete products: Among them: Smooth, Light,
Medium, or Heavy Sandblast and Acid Etch.
*Note: UPC does not supply or offer the color products by these above named color suppliers.
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